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As you will see, this magazine has 
benefited from a small change.  
We hope that these slight changes 

(requested by you, readers) will make it 
more interesting to read. We receive more 
and more feedback from you, mostly posi-
tive. Thank you for your attention. In 2010, 
Norman Borlaug, the father of the Green 
Revolution, said: «In the next 50 years we 
will have to produce more food than in the 
last 10000 years.» Research by the World 
Bank and other institutions shows that the 
economic growth generated by agriculture 
is the most effective in the fight against po-
verty. With tailored financial policies and 
market access, agriculture can become a 
growth tool for many developing countries. 
With appropriate economic policies and 
access to markets, agriculture can become 
a growth tool for many developing coun-
tries. As a result, promoting the potential 
of agribusiness financing is fundamental. 
Through the 4th edition of agricultural and 
financial fair, AGRIFINANCES, AgriPro-
Focus Benin was able to bring together 
stakeholders throughout the value chain to 
share their innovations and promote invest-
ment in agriculture. 
Once again, we remind you that we are pre-
sent to help you in the visibility of your acti-
vities.
Good reading.

The team
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HEADLINE
4TH EDITION OF AGRIFINANCES

from Tuesday 23rd to Thursday 25th May 2017, 
was held the 4th edition of the agricultural fi-
nancial fair AGRIFINANCES in Majestic hall of 

Cotonou. This issue, which focuses on «Solids value 
chains through tailored support services», has 

been organized around several activities: exhibitions 
of products and services related to agricultural en-
trepreneurship, agro-industry, B2B meetings , Confe-
rences and panels, mini-courses and mini-fair.
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Marcel Coffi DJIHOUN
Coordonnateur  AgriProFocus Bénin

Marcel Coffi DJIHOUN
Coordonnateur  AgriProFocus Bénin

‘‘This 4th edition creates the best framework 
for exchanges between producers, suppliers of 
non-financial and financial services’’

After thanking the Technical and Financial Partners 
who supported the organization of this 4th edition, the 
coordinator of AgriProFocus Benin welcomed all the 
participants, specifying the importance of agricul-
tural financing for the development of value chains. 
This edition creates the best exchange framework 
between producers, suppliers of non-financial ser-
vices (equipment manufacturers, suppliers of inputs 
and packaging) and financial (banks, Microfinance 
Institutions). He also underlined the innovations of the 
4th edition, namely: organizing mini-training classes, 
B2B meetings with manufacturers and Microfinance 
Institutions, as well as organizing a mini-fair for the 
promotion Of local products.

‘‘Bilateral cooperation between Benin and the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands in the agricultural 
sector consists in: ensuring food security 
through the massive involvement of the actors 
in the agricultural sector and promoting job 
creation, Access to markets, financing and 
adapted financial services’’

The Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
to Benin expressed his satisfaction at participating for 
the 4th time at the fair, because its represents excellent 
framework for collaboration, promotion and facilita-
tion of financing for agricultural entrepreneurship.

Marcel Coffi DJIHOUN
Coordinator of AgriProFocus Benin

Harry van DIJK
The Ambassador of the Netherlands to Benin
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Marcel Coffi DJIHOUN
Coordonnateur  AgriProFocus Bénin

Marcel Coffi DJIHOUN
Coordonnateur  AgriProFocus Bénin‘‘Agriculture is the leading sector of 

employment and export currency in Benin’’

After mentioning the many challenges faced by the 
agricultural sector, the Minister reiterated the com-
mitment of  Benin government to invest in it and to de-
mystify the excessive caution of financial institutions 
that hampers the development of the agricultural sec-
tor. He also hoped that simple and innovative finan-
cing mechanisms would be established  during the 
fair to accompany the agricultural sector.

‘‘Financing of agricultural sector is a strategic 
focus of CTB’s agricultural development plan’’

The financing of agricultural promoters for the profes-
sionalization of the sector is important. So because the 
cooperation between Belgium and Benin is based on 
value creation, particularly in the agricultural sector, 
the Belgian Technical Cooperation will always sup-
port the event.

Delphin KOUDANDE
Minister of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries

Hector KPANGON
Belgian Development Agency (CTB)
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Panel 1

Mechanisms for the promotion of 
agricultural sectors: some examples of 
success
SPEAKERS : 

-Djibril AZONSI, FUPRO ;
-Rassidatou MOUSTAPHA, Programme ACMA ;
-Pamphile ADANDOTOKPA, CTB ;
-Dètongnon Hervé ATINHO, BeninCajù ;
-Nicaise TOSSOU, OIKOCREDIT

Djibril AZONSI
Federation of Producers’ 
Unions of Benin (FUPRO)

«Because of  the partnership 
with CLCAM, the cereal 
producers  members of the 
FUPRO through the Co-ope-

rative of Distribution of agricultural Inputs and Mar-
keting of Agricultural Products (COOPDICPA) have 
access to the agricultural inputs at all times».

Rassidatou MOUSTAPHA  
Communal Approach 
Program for the Agricultural 
Market (ACMA)

The ACMA program has ex-
perimented at Ifangni the 
Collective Marketing System 
(CMM) of maize based on in-

clusive financing. In partnership with a microfinance 
structure (ALIDE in the framework of this experiment), 
the SCMM makes advance payments to member pro-
ducers at the beginning of the marketing year (60%) 
and storage period of the finished product (40%), the 
System being integrated into   warrantage.

Pamphile ADANDOTOKPA
Belgian Development Agency 
(CTB) 

Based on the main problems 
related to the quality of rice, to 
the slump and the formaliza-
tion of business relations, The 
Belgian development agency 

(CTB ) has experimented  the «agricultural cluster» 
mechanism. Through this mechanism, members have 
been technically strengthened and accompanied in 
the search for flow markets and in access to bank fi-
nancing.

Nicaise TOSSOU 
OIKOCREDIT

OIKOCREDIT has facilitated 
the financing of certain ac-
tors in the cashew indus-
try. Capacity Strengthening 
sessions for financial insti-

tutions, supported by technical follow-up, facilitated 
collaboration with producers for financial inclusion.

Dètognon ATINHO
BeninCajù 

BeninCajù is a project im-
plemented to promote the 
cashew industry. for pro-
duction, producers have be-
nefited from capacity stren-
gthening in associative life, 

in terms of the processing of agricultural products, 
they have been accompanied in setting up a factory. 
In terms of sectoral and institutional policy, the actors 
in the value chain benefited from technical facilitation 
and advocacy in their favor. All these conditions com-
bined led to the financing of the players in the sector 
involved in the project by the financial institutions.
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Gnamou N’TCHA
Business Promotion Center 
(BPC)

ABC intervenes in the finan-
cing of agricultural contrac-
tors and Small and Medium 
Enterprises, mainly in the 
field of agro-processing. so, 

before directing them to financial institutions, ABC 
offers non-financial services  to its clients (formal re-
gistration of companies, support in the constitution 
of files, formalization of the company, support in ca-
pacity building, etc. .). Through its partnership with 
ORABANK, forty (40) files on   The one hundred and 
forty (140) submitted were funded

Nestor DEHOUINDJI
Karite Benin Association 
(AKB)

Karite Benin Association 
(AKB) experimented with 
the members of his   associa-
tion of women to set up Vil-
lage Savings and Credit As-
sociations (AVEC) operating 

Autonomous way thanks to   thrift collected from the 
members. Because of the guarantee that the associa-
tion represents, they are more likely to contract small 
loans from Microfinances Institutions   at the start of 
the campaign.

Albertine HOUNDEKON
Investi’ SENS

Solidarite Entreprises Nord 
Sud (SENS) is a cooperative 
made up of advisers who 
combine their strength to 
help the actors in the soy-
bean sector in the hills de-

partment. Through its Investi ‘SENS initiative, the coo-
perative finances initiatives to promote local products 
with the support of Beninese natural persons with a 
moral concern to contribute to  economic and social 
development of young people through agriculture.

Different Sources of Funding for 
Agricultural Entrepreneurship in Benin

Panel 2 

SPEAKERS :
-Nestor DEHOUINDJI,AKB 
-N’tcha GNAMOU,ABC
-Albertine HOUNDEKON, Investi’SENS 
-Carine BOKOVO, Promotrice des jus de Moringa 
«Assiba Fée »
-Sardou AGBANGLA, BPC 
-Léopold TOTON, BØRNEfonden.

Carine BOKOVO 
Assiba Fée

Faced with the difficulties 
of access to credit by small 
agricultural enterprises, the 
promoter of the moringa 
juice Assiba Fee, has opted 
for participatory financing 

which aims mainly to: support young entrepreneurs in 
their aspirations and innovations by offering them a 
financing tool On-line, federating the youth commu-
nity via a platform dedicated to fundraising, creating 
links between young people around the world around 
a participatory initiative, mobilizing the diasporas of 
the countries to help finance projects in areas where 
Financing and access to means of payment are limited.

Sardou AGBANGLA
Business Promotion Center 
(BPC)

The Business Promotion Cen-
ter (BPC) implemented by 
UNDP and the Government 
of Benin aims to accompany 
the agricultural promoters 

on a technical level (role of information and techni-
cal training in the development of business plans) and 
By linking them with the financial institutions that are 
partners at the center, such as the National Fund for 
the Promotion of Youth Employment and Entrepre-
neurship in Benin (FNPEEJ).
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Léopold TOTON
BØRNEfonden

BØRNEfonden through the 
LIFT project carries out va-
rious technical trainings. In 
addition, the project sets up 
school fields to strengthen 
the collective and participa-

tive learning of young beneficiaries.

Colette KIKI-HOUEZE BIGA
Communal Approach 
Program for the Agricultural 
Market (ACMA)

Through networking in value 
chains, the members of the 
Collective Marketing System 
(SCMM) have reinforced the 

functioning of their groups in associative life  and so-

Ismaila ASSOUMA
SIA Consulting  

For better risk management, 
insurance companies and fi-
nancial institutions must set 
up specific tools such as hed-
ging contracts, associative 
self-insurance, moral hazard, 

etc.

Jacques TCHEKOUNOU
ALIDE

To minimize the risks, mi-
crofinance institution ALIDE 
only finances producers or-
ganized into cooperatives. 
In addition, ALIDE operates 
in partnership with partners 

such as  ACMA program, which provides technical 
supervision to funded cooperatives in order to help 
them manage the loans they have received.

Panel 3 

Agricultural Finance Risk Management

SPEAKERS :
-Colette KIKI-HOUEZE BIGA, ACMA Program
-Jacques TCHEKOUNOU, ALIDE
-Ismaila ASSOUMA, SIA Consulting

lidarity development. The system of warrantage ( cre-
dit operation of a few months, the guarantee of which 
is a stock of food which increases in value from one 
period to another and can be liquidated by the bank 
in the event of unpaid payments by producers). An 
important aspect of agricultural finance risk manage-
ment.
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Panel 4

Importance of packaging and labeling in 
the competitiveness of agri-food products 
‘’ Made in Benin ‘’

SPEAKERS :
-Youssouf LAWAL de LGI Monde
-Melvina COVO   EMBALLE BENIN SERVICES
-Philippe TOKPANOU, PARASEP

Youssouf LAWAL
LGI Monde 

Technically, glass packa-
ging prevents product de-
gradation. It is also the first 
marketing factor because 
it enhances the visibility of 
the product it contains. LGI 

Monde is already working to strengthen the promo-
tion of local agri-food products in Benin.

Melvina COVO 
EMBALLE BENIN SERVICES

The structure EMBALLE BE-
NIN SERVICES has imposed 
itself as a challenge to contri-
bute to the reduction of plas-
tic bags by bags made of 
kraft paper, biodegradable 

and respectful of the environment. The paper bags are 
marketed in various forms and can be customized if 
desired by the customer.

Philippe TOKPANOU
PARASEP

PARASEP, starting from the 
context of globalization in 
which SMEs operate (com-
petition, limited resources, 
evolving demand, etc.), has 
initiated concrete actions 

to promote labeling, quality, and innovation of local 
products «Made in Benin». PARASEP is currently de-
veloping a label for the quality of pineapple ‘’Pain de 
Sucre’’ marketed in Benin.
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Have supported the event

Agro Business Center (ABC)

Agro Business Center offers management consulting 
services, technical and organizational support for 
quality improvement, access to finance, marketing ad-
vice and market access. Since 2014 when the program 
has started, more than seven hundred (700)  compa-
nies have benefited from its various services.

CTB 

Belgian Development Agency, CTB mobilizes its re-
sources and expertise to eliminate poverty in the wor-
ld. Cooperation between Belgium and Benin dates 
back to the late 1970s and focuses on agriculture, 
health and decentralization. Through its ‘agriculture’ 
program, the Agency is involved in two areas: health 
and agriculture and has a support and coordination 
unit through the implementation of the Development 
of agricultural sectors.

BeninCajù

BeninCajù is a project funded by the US Department 
of Agriculture (USDA), through the Foreign Agricul-
ture Service (FAS) and implemented by TechnoServe 
and Catholic Relief Services (CRS),for the integra-
tion and acceleration of The cashew sector in twelve 
producers communities .  the project focuses on the 
consolidation and expansion of cashew value chains 
through three major poles that are the production, 
processing and organization of the sector.

THE HUNGER PROJECT (THP)

The Hunger Project is an international organization 
that implements programs in several areas including 
food security, environment, entrepreneurship and 
gender. It is one of the first international organizations 
to promote the Moringa sector in Benin.

IFDC

The International Center for Fertilizer Development 
(IFDC) works to reduce poverty through improved in-
comes for producers. the  four specific projects exe-
cuted in Benin are: ACMA (which aims to improve mar-
ket access), 2SCALE (to improve the living conditions 
of producers in 9 African countries including Benin), 
USAID C4CP (to improve food security in Benin, Burki-
na Faso, Chad and Mali) and USAID WAFP (to improve 
the supply and distribution of appropriate fertilizer at 
affordable prices in West Africa).

IFDC presented the achievements of the ACMA pro-
gram during the fair . He also exhibited the products 
of his beneficiaries during the three days of the event.
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PFD  (Partners For Development)

In terms of agricultural financing, PFD intervenes 
through its PINEX project in the pineapple sector. The 
main objective of the PINEX project is to develop op-
portunities in regional and European markets for pi-
neapple and its derivatives (juice, dried pineapple, 
etc.). The duration of the project is 5 years covering  
October 2015 to September 2020.

PARASEP PROJECT

PARASEP is a co-financed project  by European Union 
and French Development Agency (AFD), which aims 
to contribute to strengthening the capacities of pri-
vate sector actors and the business environment. It 
intervenes in three priority sectors: pineapple, shea 
and poultry.

UAC START-UP VALLEY

UAC Start-up Valley is an initiative of University of 
Abomey-Calavi’s consultants team, whose main tasks 
are to support and supervise university graduates in 
the creation and development of innovative compa-
nies with strong Employment potential to reduce the 
unemployment rate of university graduates.
UAC start-up Valley presented during the financial 
agricultural fair its initiatives in terms of promoting 
self-employment of young university graduates in 
Benin. This action consists in promoting the young 
people it incubates on its premises.

ALAFIA CONSORTIUM 

The Alafia Consortium is the Professional Association 
of Decentralized Financial Systems (APSFD) in Benin 
whose mission is to contribute to the defense of mi-
crofinance institutions and to facilitate their professio-
nalization.
The participation of the ALAFIA consortium in the 
financial agricultural fair is justified by the need to  
strength of the visibility of its member institutions and 
to think on the inclusive strategies that it could deve-
lop to accompany the actors of the agricultural sector 
in general.

OIKOCREDIT

A cooperative financial structure founded in 1975 by 
the Ecumenical Council of Churches, Oikocredit en-
ables disadvantaged people to access responsible fi-
nance in order to improve their living conditions in a 
sustainable way, through microfinance institutions.

BØRNEFONDEN

BØRNEfonden is a Danish non-profit organization that 
has been present for 20 years in Benin and whose aim 
is to help communities achieve a better sustainable 
education, health and income-generating activities. It 
intervenes in the departments of Mono, Zou, Collines, 
and Donga
In the framework of the financial agricultural fair, 
BØRNEfonden presented the initiatives within it for 
the development of children and young people in Be-
nin.
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MINI TRAINING CLASSES
Some analytical tools 
in relation to the fi-
nancing of agricultu-
ral value chains, led 
by Osseni SENOU of 
FINAGRO

‘’Technical, economic, 
financial, social, po-
litical and ecological 
analyzes are the diffe-
rent tools for analy-
zing agricultural credit 
files’’.

Facilitation of bu-
siness relations 
within the agricul-
tural value chains 
animated by Artemise 
DA COSTA

‘‘It is very important to 
weave useful and solid 
relations with its ter-
ritory to hope to have 
good business rela-
tions within the Value 
Chain’’

How to create and ma-
nage an agricultural 
company led by Roma-
ric LISSANON

Participants were able to 
acquire notions of fund 
management, planning, 
control in the business 
and the skills required to 
be a good contractor.

DEDRAS

Established in 1979, DEDRAS is a Christian organiza-
tion that aims to contribute to the integral develop-
ment of poor and disadvantaged communities. She is 
interested in the cashew industry and aspects of finan-
cing agricultural value chains
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VIEW FROM SOME STANDS

MINI-AGRICULTURAL FAIR
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ENVIRONMENT
CELEBRATION OF THE TREE DAY 2017

TOGO
This year, special emphasis is placed on the natio-
nal reforestation campaign, with a view to achie-
ving the vision of forest policy in Togo, which states: 
«By 2050, Togo reaches forest cover By 30%, fully 
covers its wood products needs, maintains its biodi-
versity and ensures a sustainable protection of risk 
areas and wildlife habitats.

Prime Minister Selom Klassou and Andre Johnson, 
the Minister of Environment and Forest Resources, 
launched the operation by planting a Senna siamea, 
also called Cassia, at the level of the great bypass.

The objective is to reforest the edges of the boulevard 
of the great bypass. A thousand plants are planned 
for this purpose. Approximately 200 of them were 
planted during the operation.

A few kilometers away, the president of the Univer-
sity of Lome, Professor Komlan Dodji Kokoroko and 
his colleagues put 3000 plants on the 3.2 ha forest 
area between the northwestern University and the 
amphi 1500.

The operation is part of the National Tree Day as 
well as in the spatial development plan that the ins-
titution has set itself since last January.

BENIN
On 01 June 2017, Benin celebrated the 33rd Natio-
nal Tree Day as well as the national reforestation 
campaign in Tandohata in the municipality of Alla-
da. Focusing on the theme «Tree, Energy and Green 
Economy», the 33rd National Tree Day aims to sup-
port the reconstruction of the national forest cover. 
To this end, Tandohata in the municipality of Allada 
will be proceeded to reforestation of a five-hectare 
estate belonging to a private planter. According to 
the Minister of the Living Environment, Jose Didier 
TONATO, the government undertook several re-
forms including the strengthening of forestry mea-
sures, by designing and implementing the project 
10 million souls ten million trees. «This project aims 
to raise the level of awareness of each Beninese for 
the planting of trees to improve the living environ-
ment» he said. According to the recent study car-
ried out by the Directorate of Forests and Natural 
Resources, Benin recorded a loss of more than 
70,000 hectares of forests over an estimated forest 
cover of 2,650,000 hectares. The consequences of 
this deforestation are limited to a loss of biological 
diversity and a degradation of the exposed land, 
the agricultural yield of which is becoming weaker; 
Like the municipality of Allada, Tree Day was also 
celebrated at the Gbegamey North Public School in 
Cotonou. According to the municipal authority, the 
choice of the basic school is not insignificant. It is 
part of a pedagogical approach to show the youn-
ger generation the importance of the tree to society. 
«We chose this framework to show the children that 
the tree is life,» said Mayor Lehady SOGLO. The 
Prefect of the Littoral, Modeste TOBOULA, who has 
meanwhile made his descent on the premises, wel-
comed the choice made by the Mayor on the basic 
school to shelter the official activities of the 33rd 
edition of the tree day . A former official of the Mi-
nistry of the Environment, the Prefect in his speech 
emphasized the importance of the tree in human 
life. Finally, it reaffirmed the Government’s commit-
ment to improving the quality of life for the well-
being of the people of Benin.
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INTERVIEW OF MONTH
BY DR DOMINIQUE D’ALMEIDA RESPONSIBLE FOR 
ORGANIC AND TECHNICAL PHARMACEUTICAL 
COOPERATION (COPHARBIOTEC)

The Biological and Technical Pharmaceutical Cooperation 
(Copharbiotec) was created in 1987 by the late Dr. Justin d’ALMEIDA, 
a pharmacist and biologist, the first president of the National Or-
der of Pharmacists of Benin, and is directed today by Dr Dominique 
d’ALMEIDA, Pharmacist, former intern of the hospitals in Bordeaux 
and Jean-Yves d’ALMEIDA, biologist.

WS : Wonders of Soil
D.A: Dominique d’ALMEIDA 

WS : Thank you to introduce us the Biological and 
Technical Pharmaceutical Cooperation (Cophar-
biotec)

D.A : Biological and Technical Pharmaceutical Coo-
peration (Copharbiotec) specializes in the produc-
tion of pharmaceutical and non-pharmaceutical 
products. Among the pharmaceutical products we 
produce  Armand syrup, paludose solution and Saint 
Jean powder. In the case of non-pharmaceutical 
products, we produce mineral and flavored waters 
marketed under the KWABO brand and non-degra-
dable and smokeless ecological foci. Our ultra mo-
dern factory is located in AHOZON in the commune 
of Ouidah and has received a HACCP certification 
with the help of the Belgian Cooperation.

WS : What are the main difficulties you face?

D.A : The main problem is the reluctance of banking 
institutions to accompany us. Moreover, the interest 
rates applied are exorbitant and the loan conditions 
are not flexible enough. We are also facing the pro-
blem of taxing raw materials, energy and we have 
difficulties to export in the subregion despite the 
UEMOA and ECOWAS approvals.

Laboratoires COPHARBIOTEC 200 Boulevard St Michel Cotonou, Bénin
Tél : (+229) 21 31 30 49 / 95 51 51 51 / 98 99 99 41 (+228) 99 49 17 10
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HEALTH-NUTRITION
GOOD TO KNOW !

Onion
Onion is a natural flavoring used, for its  taste and its 
many health benefits.

Virtues

ABelonging to the family of alliaceous, the 
onion is a veritable mine of benefits.
Low in calories and rich in antioxidants, fi-

bers, minerals and vitamins, it helps protect the cells 
of  body against the aggressive and inflammatory 
effect of free radicals, and prevent their early aging. 

Thanks to its richness in anthocyanin (antioxidant in 
red onion) and flavonoid (present in yellow onion) that 
fight against the increase in blood cholesterol and re-
duce the risk of cardiovascular disease.

What is the difference between onions and how to cook them?

Yellow onion
Rich in quercetin (a flavonoid that protects against  
increase of cholesterol  in the blood and reduces the 
risk of cardiovascular disease) yellow onion is the 
most commonly used in cooking. With a particular-
ly pronounced smell and taste, it is eaten essentially 
cooked. To eat it raw, it must be mixed with other in-
gredients so that its pronounced taste is attenuated 
(salads, sandwiches).In cooking  It is the ideal choice 
because it enhances dishes taste including those that 
are simmered such as soups, sauces, stews.

White onion
Although it can replace yellow onion, white onion 
has a more pronounced taste, so it is not suitable for 
people who don’t like the onion taste. Moreover, it is 
more crunchy because it contains more water. Enthu-
siasts of thrills will be able to increase the taste  their 
salads and dishes by inserting slivers of white onions.

Red onion
Rich in anthocyanin (an antioxidant that protects 
against increase of cholesterol in the blood and re-
duces the risk of cardiovascular disease), red onion is 
sweeter than yellow onion and is eaten mainly raw. Its 
crunching fits perfectly with salads, sandwiches.

Shallots 
Less known and used than onion, more delicate and 
less pronounced taste than onion, it is possible to 
consume it  raw. It is ideal in vinaigrette to raise a salad.
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GOURMETS CORNER
YASSA CHICKEN

Ingredients
• 1 chicken cut into pieces
• Juice of 4 lemons
• 1kg chopped onions
• 1 head of garlic or 3/4 according to 
taste
• 2 tablespoons of mustard
• 5 tablespoons of oil (preferably oli-
ve oil)
• 1 teaspoon pepper
• Hot pepper
• chopped parsley, olives

Preparation
Prepare the marinade by mixing lemon juice, mus-
tard, crushed garlic, grated ginger, oil and chopped 
parsley. Separate this marinade in half, one part for 
the chicken, and the other for the onions. Reserve 
for a few hours ( the longest time possible).
Marinate the chicken pieces in a portion of the re-
served mixture for about 6 hours.
Heat 2 tablespoons of oil and fry the chicken. Put 
aside.
Cut the olives into 2 (or chop them if you do not like 
them whole in a sauce)
In the same saucepan, add the remaining oil and 
sauté the chopped onions (if using a dried chilli, 
browned, with the onions). Add reserved marinade, 
olives and mustard. Mix and add the chicken in the 
saucepan. Add the sugar and pepper, bring to a 
boil. On mild fire 30 to 45 minutes.

Serve with rice.
Good tasting !

MY TIPS

Keep a used onion
When you have one half of onion started and you 
want to avoid wasting, to be able to keep it without 
oxidizing, place it in a freezer bag, put it in the ve-
getable bac  of fridge. Or dip it in vinegar water, or 
pour some oil on it.

The onions started, it does not keep too long, 
otherwise it can become bad for the health!
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WORD OF LIFE 

THE GIFTS OF HOLY SPIRIT
Since creation, God has given his Spirit of life, (Genesis 1: 1-2) (Genesis 1: 7). Also called the Spirit of the 
Eternal, the Breath of the Almighty, He is the «good Spirit.» «Spirit of wisdom, understanding, counsel, strength, 
knowledge and fear of the Lord, he led David during his reign.

The seven (07) gifts of  Holy Spirit 

Wisdom : to discern what God expects of us and to ob-
tain His infinite love. 
 
Intelligence : to help us deepen and understand the 
Word of God, of course by our intelligence, but more 
by our heart. 
 
The council : it is to listen to God to be guided by him. 
We must accept in prayer the «counsels» of God, in 
order to discern what is good of what is evil.
 
Strength : to remain faithful to Gospel and to dare to 
witness Christ to others.
 
Knowledge : to help us better understand the true 
meaning of life, for ourselves and for others.

The fear of God : it is not a question of terror. It is about 
living to adjust to God. Abandon any idea of personal 
«omnipotence» to enter the humility of the Gospel

Piety : : it brings into the experience of God’s paternity, 
its closeness, its tenderness. It gives us the confidence 
of the child. It also makes us close to others.

All these gifts are closely linked to one another.

The fruit of Holy Spirit

Galatians 5:22
The Fruit of the Spirit must be expressed in all Christian 
life and is indispensable for witnessing and exercising 
spiritual gifts

It concerns :

- Our life with God : Love, Joy and Peace
- Our relation with others : Patience, Goodness and 
Benignity

- Our own discipline of life : Faithfulness, gentleness 
and temperance

Daily prayer to Holy Spirit
«Do you not know that your body is the temple of Holy 
Spirit which is in you, which you have received from 
God, and that you don’t belong to yourselves? 
1 Corinthians 6:19.

Holy Spirit here I am! My body is your temple, a 
house consecrated to God. Holy Spirit come upon 
me, act in me, fill me with your holy presence and 
strength, guide me, enlighten me with your power-
ful light, strengthen me, keep my heart, guard my 
lips and watch over my words Throughout this day. 
Holy Spirit I love you and I thank you for your love 
and your faithfulness.
Amen!

As a tree never stops growing and producing fruit, we 
also have to grow in all aspects at all times by wearing 
this Fruit which is to the Glory of God our Father.
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